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Abstract painting and abstraction can be a daunting and frustrating genre of art. How should
you approach a surface? How can you use colour effectively? How can you make better, more
expressive paintings? This inspiring book answers these questions and many more. By looking
at his own work, Emyr Williams covers the practical issues of abstract art before explaining
techniques to develop your own personal style and approach. He emphasizes the relationship
of colour to surface and the importance of seeking a profound connection with your art. The
book will help you to learn about the difference between abstract and abstraction and see how
an artist has developed expressive art in many different ways. Superbly illustrated with 167
colour images.

About the AuthorEmyr Williams has been making abstract paintings for more than 30 years. He
has exhibited across the world and teaches widely, including running courses on abstract
painting at The Royal Academy, London. He regularly contributes to the art press, including
Abstract Critical, Abcrit, and Royal Academy Magazine. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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AcknowledgementsWhen I was a student in my third year, I went home to find my parents had
put up some of my previous term’s paintings on the wall. They were all abstract paintings and I
was moved by the gesture of support. When I looked around the house though, I discovered
that every painting had been hung upside down. ‘At least I was consistent,’ my father said. I
was indebted to their unfailing support and counsel. I have been more than lucky to have had
amazing teachers and tutors throughout my formative years.Tick Tock, 2017: acrylic on canvas,
176 × 122cm.Thanks to The Crowood Press for asking me to write this book – it has been a
memorable experience. There are too many people to thank for their help and advice over
thirty years at the ‘paint face’, but I do remind several at opportune times – friends, colleagues
and family. My wife has listened and looked patiently and even suppressed the odd yawn and I
couldn’t function without her support. I am blessed to have such magical children and am
continually in awe of their talents.

PrefaceOne sees a picture at once, or not at all. Explanations are no use. What’s the point of
passing comments? All that is only approximate.PAUL CÉZANNE REPORTED BY JOACHIM
GASQUETWriting anything about painting is a distinctly challenging enterprise. We can
describe paintings in words but any description, even if sensitive, is ultimately separate from
the experience we have when seeing the work. There are many writers or indeed artists
themselves, who write with wonderful clarity and insight about art. It is hugely rewarding to
read such writing, yet even with a lucid text in hand, or a piece alongside a work to refer to in
the gallery, when standing in front of a painting we are distinctly and profoundly removed from
these words. Words move through time, whereas paintings are apprehended through light. Just
consider that for a moment. How can an experience of light be translated into one of time? A
language should be translatable, therefore it is a moot point if painting or any visual art for that
matter is a language as such. The best we can hope for is a sensitive connection between
what we see and what we describe and explain.This is not an historical book on abstract



painting. Although I touch upon several ‘historical’ artists whose work can be explored or
researched further, I did not want to follow those increasingly well-trodden paths from
Impressionism through to modernism when discussing abstract painting. Although many of the
artists on that journey are ones that I have encountered frequently in my own work, I think it
important, in the early decades of this new century, to look beyond these initial references and
seek more profound connections with all great art of the past; connections that can feed and
revitalize painting – in particular, abstract painting. I do not see abstract painting as an art form
disconnected from the great art of the past. On the contrary, as a painter I feel compelled to
compete with the achievements of the past and to create new ones, which take abstract
painting into unforeseen and exciting territory. I also hope to illuminate possible routes that
anyone committed to making abstract painting can connect with – on their own terms. This is
not an instruction manual for making abstract painting, but I hope that the information included
will assist or even inspire anyone with a dedicated interest in abstract painting to demand more
of their art and use strategies that can facilitate meeting this demand to ultimately make better
abstract painting.This Way Up, 2017: acrylic on canvas, 173 × 122cm.I will share my
experiences of making abstract art. I have worked through many different kinds of paintings on
massively different scales for over thirty years. Over this time I have made work that has led me
further and further into the mechanics of painting; how to control paint and never to take it for
granted – to question its qualities and make them work for me. I have tried all sorts of paint, yet
have always returned to acrylics as my main working paint. I enjoy their versatility and massive
range of colour, plus the mediums and gels that extend and alter the paints allow me to work in
expressive ways.Although the images in this book date back to the mid-1980s, they are not in
chronological order. All dates are given however as are the dimensions of each work.
Dimensions are important for me as they provide clues to the physical reality of the work.I have
tried to give as many insights into different ways of working as an abstract painter as I can.
Even though there are lots of descriptions attached to my paintings, which I hope puts them
into their context and provides further information about their making, I have found that simply
seeing the image can be even more telling in ‘comprehension’. Therefore, I hope a reader will
be able to ‘bounce’ around the book picking up lots of clues as to the journey I have been on,
as well as read things in a logical order. Making abstract paintings has enabled me to explore a
multitude of approaches. Each phase of my work over the past thirty years has evolved
dramatically. I hope that seeing this evolution will be every bit as informative as anything that I
am saying about it. That is the pleasure for me when engaging with a book on painting: seeing
the variety and challenge in the work.I have been fascinated constantly by how the quality of a
painting’s surface, its ‘facture’, determines the experience of seeing its colour. Indeed it is
through colour that all my work ultimately finds its expressiveness. For all the different ‘looks’
that my paintings possess over the years, all of them are united by the importance of colour.
My work is a constant search for a particular experience of colour – one that feels right visually.
When I find the experience of colour that I am searching for, it gives me something to believe in.

Chapter 1The StudioPainting is no problem. The problem is what to do when you’re not
painting.JACKSON POLLOCKOur early purposeful drawings and reflexive marks, arcs or
oscillations with a loaded brush, pen or crayon emerge as utterances from the primordial
swamps of perception. The first set of visual ‘grunts’ is often joined by subsequent daubs which
build into a chorus of marks – each new scribble or scrawl affirms or challenges its
predecessor and each mark seems so meaningful and so important. A child gazes, scrutinizes
and absorbs their creation, looks puzzled and proud in equal measure. As adults we marvel at



these early concrete manifestations of form and their wild energy mystifies or excites, bemuses
us even, with their energetic charge. Immediately we are stirred into action and after due praise
feel compelled to utter that seemingly most innocent of remarks: ‘What is it?’ This choice of
words, it could be argued, contains a sentiment which will affect or condition our art-making for
the rest of our lives. For in this earliest of prompts we are moving ‘art’ from the visual to the
conceptual. We are seeking to exert a control and to qualify the motivation for expression in
visual form.Organizing a photoshoot for my degree show. Seeing a large number of paintings in
one place can be very revealing as broader issues emerge.An abstract artist trudges wearily
about these distant child-like landscapes of space-time, searching for that energy, that initial
visual charge, to re-ignite it in the present, to see it again in their own work, phoenix-like; to
fight back against our earliest – loving – interrogators and in so doing, let our once-caged
animal instincts run free again, no longer ‘shackled’ by the ‘what is its?’; each new gesture
becomes our scouting party into future unforeseen worlds. Perhaps if we choose the right
colours a land of luminosity awaits – alien at the outset, yet as time soothes our tired and raw
mechanisms of perception, reveals to us a familiarity. Colour can do this – be so alien from the
first encounter and yet instil a sense of acknowledgment in us, as if we had recognized
something known to us all our lives.Tumble, 1988: acrylic on canvas, 56 × 166cm.Hardline,
1988: acrylic on canvas, 55.5 × 160cm.Haircut, 1988: acrylic on canvas, 68 × 160cm.These
can be described as ‘one shot’ paintings. Each colour has a different ‘personality’ in colour. The
paint was applied with a combination of brush and squeegee culminating in colour
‘chords’.These paintings were made in my final year as student of Fine Art.As well as dealing
with the making of abstract art I will examine the issues that have fascinated and inspired me
to make art. I have worked as an abstract painter since the mid 1980s when I slowly developed
my painting out of the landscape of south Wales, whilst a degree student of Fine Art at the
University of Reading. I developed a love for colour and very slowly developed my thinking
about colour as I made my work. The work led the way. Painting is such a physical and
emotional experience that any intellectual approach should really respond to the work rather
than instigate it. Abstract painting is complex but to think it out is to complicate it and ultimately
to defeat its potential abstractness. A great challenge for any painter is always dealing with the
‘intention’ to make work. What is it that makes us wish to pick up a brush and dip it into the
coloured glues of paint and make our marks with these colours? Not only that, but what drives
us to return time and time again to continue to make these marks?I will explore how to manage
and shape the responses to such an intent. Having an ambition to make art can soon dwindle if
hard work and some intelligent strategies are not respected or in place. The sculptor David
Smith once said ‘It’s all in the set-up’… and the set-up begins in the studio.The images in this
book are from various times over thirty years and you can see how different the work is. Much
of my development as a painter has been determined not just by my ambition for my painting,
but by the spaces I have worked in. Each of these spaces has had its own unique character
and this has influenced how I am able to work as much as what I was trying to do in each
case.THE STUDIOMy studio, working on smaller paintings and watercolours. I keep all sorts of
images to ‘feed’ my work on the walls and change it according to the work.Utilizing a barn roof
in the US as a studio in 1994.‘Studio’ is quite an emotive word, which can conjure up a
romantic portrait of an artist’s garret. In this scene the artist is a tortured character waiting for
inspiration. As the old joke goes: why don’t artists look out of the window in the morning?
Because if they did, they’d have nothing to do in the afternoon. Funny yes, but such a negative
generalization. Being an artist has an exotic or bohemian perception frequently attached to it.
The kind of person who is perpetually angst-ridden or lounges about indifferently or even



indignantly, in a repose of ‘anti-ness’ against the ‘misunderstanding world’.In reality a studio is
a place of work and more. Fundamentally the ‘work’ part is the engine, but unlike many jobs it
is also a place of reflection, research, refuge and discovery. There are few disciplines which
involve so many diverse activities or states of mind as that of an artist. Artists used to enjoy
great status in Renaissance times, employed to help clients or rulers envisage plans as well as
produce art for religious, civic and private enjoyment. If you think about it, when we understand
something we often say ‘I see’. Underpinning all of these diverse activities within the studio is
the drive to make art. If you want to make ambitious art, ‘urgency’ should be added to the
mix.Studios can be all sizes. Any space – domestic or industrial – can in theory be turned into
a working studio space. I have worked in a whole range of spaces: from a tiny bedroom to the
roof of a barn. Many of my studios have been utilized from existing spaces. As an artist there
are opportunities to work ‘on location’ in residencies or workshops. These offer short-term
spaces and have to be organized quickly and efficiently. Therefore, having a clear sense of the
sorts of things you wish to achieve and what can be achieved in the space is key.The space
one has will dictate the kinds of work that are possible, but with invention and a little vision,
significant art can be made in even the most unforgiving of circumstances. Artists have been
notoriously triumphant in working against limitations – this is part of our DNA. Consider the
struggle Michelangelo would have had in working on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel: paint
dripping down onto his face whilst perched high up on a scaffold a few feet from the ceiling,
often lying prone underneath, muscles tensed (whilst trying to depict muscles tensed), the
highly pressurized demands of fresco painting adding another kind of tension: you have one
chance and a minimum amount of adjustment manoeuvrability to paint into wet plaster. If it’s
wrong, it has to be re-plastered and you start again; the physical demands are as great as the
artistic or intellectual ones. All this and without forgetting the expectations that a commission of
such magnitude creates: the scrutiny of the prestigious patron; the knowledge and reflections
of a discerning audience to come; and the conflicting awarenesses of one’s own humility and
social standing in the setting of the civic and religious framework of fifteenth-century Florence
– no simple everyday job. If you ever get the chance to see this artwork, it is a sobering as
much as an enlightening experience.A studio in the university at Luminy, Marseille during the
Triangle Artists’ Workshop in 1995 – using portable boards to display works.Artists develop
their own well-proportioned studio with good light, ventilation, storage, heating and even
viewing areas. Having a good space does not necessarily equate to making the best art
though. Being ‘studio smart’ and having routines in place to maximize one’s efforts is more
important than an idealized showcase space. It’s a dream for us all to have the custom-built
studio. Joan Miró had the architect and close friend Josep Lluís Sert design his perfect space
on the island of Majorca. Until you get to that stage, concentrate more on making the most out
of the working space you have. A studio must be managed and its purpose of facilitating art-
making should be paramount, lest it can surreptitiously drift into a hideaway or extra living room
to hang out in. You have to be on top of your space.SETTING UP A STUDIOA working area is
dependent upon the space you have available.This is how my studio is set up: I have a central
‘deck’ – which is a slightly raised platform made of pieces cut from 8 × 4ft flooring chip board.
They are all screwed to a supporting frame to tie them in to one another and provide a large,
even surface of 14 × 10ft. Around this deck are walls with different functions. Viewing walls,
general display walls and a ‘working wall’ which is the highest at 10ft, reaching up into the apex
of a pitched roof. I use this wall area for taller, larger works and it has a doorway in it for
access. Any really big paintings tend to be made on unstretched canvas which is made on the
deck and I use a sort of pulley system to hoist them with battens stapled at the top to cover this



wall. I sometimes use a large step ladder also to view a painting when it is on the deck, to get a
better look at it.I have a large table with shelving behind it which I use to store my mixed
colours (always arranged in colour groups) and some other shelving which keeps my paints
(again arranged in colour groups) and mediums. I try to buy paint in bulk (it’s a bigger outlay
but cheaper over time) and I buy my mediums by the gallon. Although the studio has clear
areas and a central deck, the space is quite flexible – I can move tables and sometimes use
trestles to make smaller worktops. I have an easel but that tends to only be used if I am making
some drawings or need an extra portable ‘wall space’ as I put a board on it and pin stuff to that.
Adjacent to my working area I have a storage room with some other equipment in it such as a
press and drying rack.I have top light in my studio and several windows around the side (which
I can put extra boards over to pin work on if needs be). The advantage of the deck means I can
work on large canvases without having to build a stretcher for them. I can roll paintings up and
store them easily too. I have worked on a deck in this way since I was a student. If I have an
exhibition, I select the work and build the stretchers to fit the canvas. I also work on smaller pre-
stretched canvas from time to time. It is important to be flexible to the needs of the work and
not to impose a rigid approach on systems – let them develop in response to your painting
rather than feel there is a ‘right way’ to do things. What you think of as a right way to do things
is usually someone else’s way of doing it. You are in charge and controlling your workspace is
important.You do not need to have a dedicated studio to make your work in. What is important
is creating a space which is functional and works for you. Domestic spaces can be as modest
as a table top or utilizing a spare room.I have turned small apartments into semi-studio spaces
using some offcuts of linoleum to protect the flooring and some polythene to protect the
furnishings. A trestle table sufficed for a worktop. Another time, I made hundreds of paintings in
a tiny bedroom – using a piece of board put on top of drawer units. I stored my paints in plastic
cups with foil seals and I put a shelving unit on the wall above the table top. I had no studio but
I was determined to turn this lack of space on its head and make something significant in direct
response to the space I did have available to me. The paintings made in this bedroom started
with a very different look to the qualities that they ended up with. They evolved and changed –
each one reacting to its predecessor.A plan of my studio layout.Tip: Raise the board towards
you a touch to stop the top drifting from your focus and distorting the proportions of the
work.Having no studio as such dictated a different approach to making my art. I began by
mixing lots of colour – just losing myself in the colour, looking at it, its viscosity, its hue, its
opacity. This in itself was liberating – not putting the pressure on myself to make a painting,
rather to really look at the colour and the paint quality. I focussed on the obvious building-block
colours: primaries and secondaries. To these I added several tertiaries and tints (for more
information on colour, see Chapter 2).It was about having a ready stockpile of colour mixed up
and stored for convenience. This is a method I have used many times since for different kinds
of work – small and very large. The principle of organizing a working palette of colours is a
constant one.Mixing colour in this way and storing it often dictated the feel of the painting,
giving me a chance to see a lot of colours and put them into my memory even when not
actually painting. The execution of applying the paint would dictate the expressiveness. When
using colour it is also important to develop an impartiality towards the colours in your palette
and not to give any of them a restrictive role. This way you avoid the same colour doing the
same thing in every work.A table top working space is ideal for small works and works on
paper. You could try using a board, if your painting is a little larger.InventionWorking in any
domestic space has the added challenges of space management. You need to keep your work
separate to your home. This is a similar challenge to that which a musician or a writer faces.



However, these two other disciplines can be ‘packed away’ or stored in a computer file. Making
art means making messes and making things to be seen. This means you need to be able to
view your work.Display boards can be hinged and opened out/stored away. Picnic tables which
fold are useful. I have utilized both of these when working in small rooms or flats. If you have no
good wall space, try pegging works to a line strung up. I make small lino-prints sometimes and
do this instead of using up my drying rack.The hackneyed phrase ‘necessity is the mother of
invention’ is a truism. Making work will place demands upon you so do not inhibit the
development of your work by being ‘polite’ in your approach. You have to let the work lead and
make the space fit the work. If you are working in a tiny space – focus on the scale in the work.
Be inventive with your set-up and this will spill into your work.My small ‘bedroom studio’
paintings developed a big sense of scale. I had no idea from the outset what exactly I was
going to make. My confidence developed and improved with each work. Each work dictated
questions that needed answering in the subsequent one. It takes time to develop confidence
but if you are purposeful in your set-up and focussed in the work, your confidence will
grow.Lumps Bluey, 1993: acrylic on canvas on board, 15 × 15 × 3cm.Twists Lemon, 1993:
acrylic on canvas on board, 15 × 15 × 3cm.Rolls Pinked Yellow, 1994: acrylic on canvas on
board, 17 × 18 × 5cm.Rolls 4b Green, 1995: acrylic on canvas on board, 17.5 × 18.5 ×
7cm.These are representative of a series of over 600 paintings. Each one led to the next and
the work evolved and changed. These paintings probably taught me the most about handling
paint and colour. Learning when to merge a colour or leave it alongside continues to fascinate
me. They moved from gelled lumps of paint to interwoven colour over a two-year period.I have
always felt that scale is beholden to confidence. It is important to make confident decisions in
your work. It is therefore the most important thing to address before undertaking each project.
Believe in your space and value it – even if it is temporary, or has to be moved each day. You
must keep a disciplined routine, accessible materials and maintain a regular clear up. (A little
bit like a chef at times, go through your routines and keep on top of your ‘space-hygiene’.)
Though sometimes you need the mess to spark the creativity. The lesson is to be in control of
your studio space.Matisse was given a commission to decorate the publisher Tériade’s dining
room – which was tiny. He came up with a large, imposing ceramic mural and a strident stained
glass window – each with powerful colour and line. This drew attention to the space in a
structural way and related to its proportions. Rather than accept it as a small backdrop and
make little works within this space which would have closed it in even further, he opened it out
and gave the room a largeness. There is a lesson here for working small – pay attention to
scale.I have participated in a number of artists’ workshops that I mentioned – in different
countries, each with very different, makeshift spaces. Working in an ‘alien’ place puts you on
the spot to organize an effective space in a matter of hours and make it function for you over a
couple of weeks. You have to be very disciplined and it is an excellent way to focus the mind on
the ambition you have for your work. If you have windows of opportunity for work, then
maximize their effectiveness by getting an organized working space right at the start; do not
treat this casually as that attitude will infect your thinking about your painting. Making art –
making good art – takes time. Quite often people are working in their main jobs and only able
to practice their art sporadically. Getting a working space and a set of procedures in place to
maximize your time is therefore vital.PATIENCEI mentioned when discussing those small
paintings that I had no idea when I started making that series that they would evolve in the way
they did. I was more concerned with making the space work for me, engaging with my
materials and putting ambition into my work. There were other concerns also regarding
context: what I saw as an issue to deal with in relation to a lot of abstract painting that I was



reacting ‘against’ rather than to. However having ambition is one thing; getting the set-up to be
effective is another but the unspoken factor in all work is patience. We can be hurried and
impatient in our work.Patience is an important quality in the studio, especially if the work is not
going well. Making any kind of challenging work – in any discipline – should be problematical.
Indeed if it’s all plain sailing, that is usually an indicator that the work being made is not of a
sufficient enough challenge. As artists we should continually be asking ‘questions’ rather than
providing ‘answers’ – although this is easier said than done.We live busy lives and most people
making art will have to work to support themselves or their families. Finding time to make art
becomes evermore difficult and demanding. It is easy to end up making ‘guerrilla raids’ on the
studio. To get in, get something significant made and then try to repeat the process at the next
opportunity. We can easily drift in to a negative mindset. Decisions get rushed, and we inhabit
an avaricious persona, desperately forcing an identity on our work – a ‘me too’ way of
working… You must ask yourself ‘Who am I?’ Making ‘art’ requires blistering honesty. Honesty
is uncomfortable as we have to go through (perceived) pain barriers.Red Studio One, 1992:
acrylic and canvas collage on canvas, 88 × 71 × 8cm.When in your studio or workspace,
respond to the work as it unfolds, and manage the time well. It is important to develop certain
routines to maximize your effectiveness at making ambitious art. Making art generates a lot of
nervous energy and this can be potentially destructive, as a loaded brush can wreak havoc
when in the hands of someone not looking clearly. Therefore it is useful to develop habits to
make productive use of your time and to ‘mop up’ any stray emotional energy.If you are at a
loose end, simply clean up your space, sweep and tidy. Just this banal activity helps clear the
mind, gather one’s thoughts and keeps thing fresh. We need time to process and digest our
work. Doing something whilst doing nothing is a key skill to acquire. When we move about the
space we also catch glimpses of work from unusual angles or viewpoints, new juxtapositions of
paintings and combinations of colours and instances emerge, these can feed back into our
work. Artists can wilfully set up their studios to put visual information and excitement into their
eyes, not just as an integral feature of a set-up for painting but simply as a pervasive backdrop,
constantly drip-feeding colours, patterns, rhythms. These impressions will permeate your work
symbiotically. Make your workspace work for you.Time is precious. Time is now a prize
arguably greater than success. Having time to do things we value or to spend time with people
important to us. Managing our time is thus vital to good practice in our art-making. Never put
the pressure on yourself to ‘conclude’ a painting artificially. To impose a format irrationally or to
second guess your own approach. Keep things open-ended – indeed court this, it’s better to
come into the studio with something on the go rather than a number of closed-door
conclusions. When you are at work, have the confidence to leave work unresolved, even if it
will be a while before your next session.Café Marac, 1992: acrylic, mixed media and canvas
collage on canvas, 180 × 58 × 8cm.Ultimately we cannot guarantee we will make ‘art’. What we
can do though is guarantee an effort and focus, combined with a purposeful set-up that gives
us the best chance of making art. I like to think that art is a visitor who calls once in a while,
though only if the space is welcoming and the invitation is heartfelt.SYNTHESISThe best
painting of any genre involves a synthesis. Synthesis is a product of an enquiry which places
demands upon us. Working figuratively it would involve translating that which is seen into that
which is made. What would synthesis look like for abstract art, then? Clearly there will still be a
symbiotic relationship to that which is seen. Is it a memory? A feeling? It cannot surely come
out of thin air, there must be some sort of precursory experience that is being synthesized?
The problem is any experience, observed or ‘felt’ cannot be pinned down and explained in any
quantifiable way. We could adopt a scientific approach and explore complex brainwave patterns



and produce models that show how a brain operates when thinking, processing and how
changes take place afterwards when painting. Would this data help us in any way though?
Even if we could ‘understand’ how we do something, would this actually determine any
behavioural changes or adjustments whilst we are doing the same thing subsequently? Or
could this be indispensable to us to have the ability to ‘step’ in and shape our experiences
wilfully?Matisse was an artist who did just this. Creating ‘stage sets’ and populating his working
spaces with furniture, objects, plants, fabrics and so on, so they were perpetually ‘in his eye’.
He did not seek to imitate nature or render the setting, but focussed on translating what he saw
via the catalyst of what he felt about life. We forget though that Matisse was also a well
travelled man, who explored far and wide: Tahiti, Russia, America, and throughout Europe. All
these places and spaces naturally got absorbed into his psyche and fuelled his imagination like
petrol fuels a car.Gumball, 1992: acrylic and canvas collage on canvas, 94 × 63 × 9cm.These
folded relief works were made after a period of a month or so working on flat paintings. I ran
out of canvas! I had visited Golden’s paint factory and was given a huge amount of ‘junk’ gels
so I decided to experiment with breaking up the surface and literally cutting and folding the
coloured canvas back in on itself. It became a liberating way of opening up the painting and
finding a new form of handling. Some of the paint has metallic colours added plus nacreous
finishes to disturb the colour even more.How can we find such stimulating experiences? When
we paint, we could be starting up a car and driving on that tank of experiences, but do we need
to travel the world to have them? The next question would perhaps be how do we continue to
top up the tank? More travel? Or simply being highly tuned in to our environment – wherever
we are and whatever we do.
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Workshop: Creative Layering Techniques for Personal Expression

M. L. Mitchell, “This excellent book will help you move forward. This is an excellent book about
the thinking and processes behind abstract painting. It's really easy to read and understand. All
art terms used are clearly explained. It's also a well structured book starting with the first
section on studio setup and the second on colour theory. The chapters following on take you
further into the action and philosophy of making art. The illustrations are relevant and
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informative throughout. This book will help you to think more clearly about making abstract art
in a true and meaningful way. It's definitely helping my art practice. I highly recommend.”

Kaldi, “IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT ABSTRACT ART.... ...this is one of the best instructional
books on the market, without a doubt. Written by Emyr Williams, a successful abstract artist
and teacher, he answers theoretical and practical questions with the aplomb you would expect
of someone with such extensive experience and knowledge. Highly recommended.”

Mrs. K. Gardner, “Purchased after a course taught by the author. Excellent book for anyone
working to develop colour in their practice. I've purchased many books on colour and this is
the  one for practitioners.”

Melanie Stapleton, “My 'go to' abstract art book.. My 'go to' book... everytime i pick it up i learn
a little more. Well written.. visually stunning...you can hear the authors voice and go on an
incredible abstract art journey with him. Definitely recommend.”

Moni H, “Very useful. A beautiful book full of insight.”

The book by Emyr Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 25 people have provided feedback.
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